2001 ford taurus vacuum leak

Normally a Ford Taurus runs smoothly, but a vacuum leak can cause problems with the
operation of the engine. A vacuum leak is any opening in the engine block that allows air to
come into the engine. The introduction of an uncontrolled source of air will cause several
symptoms to manifest in a Taurus. The computer on a Ford Taurus regulates how much air
comes into the engine via the throttle body. If there is a vacuum leak, air is entering the engine
through another source, which will cause the car to idle at a higher RPM than normal. Idling will
not be normal on a Taurus with a vacuum leak. The engine will run roughly while the car is
waiting at stop lights or in the driveway. The engine's RPMs will fluctuate as the car idles, going
up and down repeatedly. If the vacuum leak is severe enough, the Taurus can even stall out
while idling, requiring the driver to depress the accelerator slightly to keep the car running
during idling. A Taurus with a vacuum leak will not accelerate normally. The car will hesitate or
sputter when the accelerator is depressed. The car may even stall out completely during
acceleration, which puts the driver and occupants in a dangerous situation. New car petrol
engines image by Christopher Dodge from Fotolia. Acceleration Issues A Taurus with a vacuum
leak will not accelerate normally. I now have a big vacuum leak. Its on the firewall side of the
engine and I cant seem to find it. I need to find a vacuum hose diagram to help me find the leak.
It is very big and can hear it while driving and in park. Please help me. My car cannot go. It laggs
badly. Thanks guys. If you have any ideas of where its coming from please let me know. Thanks
again! I can also hear it really good under the car by the left front tire. Very loud. BTW is the
check engine light on with this leak? Was this answer helpful? Is the tee like in the middle area
of the firewall? Ive been looking for the vacuum leak for the past couple days. This morning I
was feeling around and discovered air blowing out of an area between the firewall and the
engine. Its on the engine lower than the egr sensor, lower than the valve cover. Its constantly
blowing and not intermitent at all. Kinda smells like exhaust when I stick my head down there
and smell. I cannot see it at all just know by feeling it. Also I have replaced the egr sensor and
the mass air flow sensor. Im thinking its not a vacuum leak at all but maybe an egr leak or
something like that. I felt around the exhaust manifold and dont feel any leaks. The air blowing
out is centered on the engine straight down from the egr sensor. Im trying to find a diagram of
that side of the engine so I can roughly tell what it may be. Can you guys send me a diagram of
it if you have one? Its the firewall side of the engine center of engine. Thanks for your time
guys. Very appreciated. This has helped so much more than the auto parts people. Thanks
again. Engine Performance problem Ford Taurus 6 cyl Front Wheel Drive Automatic Thanks
guys for your time and replies for my ford taurus miss firing problems. Do you. Could be a
vacuum tee on the firwall cracked, get a can of spray carb cleaner, spray the area, when the idle
changes, you found the leak. Was this answer. Yes, The engine looking icon is on but it was
flashing before I replaced the coil. Yes, but have the codes read, it could be the EGR stuck
open. Hey guys sorry to not answer so soon. There is a stainless steel tube about one inch in
diameter that runs from the exhaust manifold up to the EGR, and has two small rubber hoses to
the EGR position sensor, check for a possible crack in that tube, this would set a P code for
EGR insufficeint flow, again read the codes, Autozone will do it for free. This is awesome guys
thanks! I will check it. I discovered feeling aroung the source of the air blowing out. Its a tube
stainless that runs horizontaly across the back of the engine well firewall side. It goes thru the
bracket that holds the coil on. Right in the hole the bracket makes to clear the tubing. I put some
foam packed it around the bracket and looked in the mirror to see it covered with foam all
around it. Then I started the engine reved it shut it down and looked in the mirror to see if it
blew the foam away and it did. I checked it that same way several time to make sure it is where it
coming from. The tubing could possible have a crack in it? Will that make the car lose all
power? I did have it code checked after all I replaced and it said no error codes available. He
checked it twice. And theres only one plug for that tester to plug into. So no codes tripped and a
leak in the egr system. What could possibly be wrong. The car goes five miles an hour up a
slight grade hill. It wants to go but it feels like its being held back. Im close I know it. Thanks
guys for your time once again. One more thing. Will like an exhaust leak wrap work to
temporarily fix it till I get enough money to buy what ever tube is leaking. It does have pressure
especialy when I give the engine some gas. Same pressure the large tube that connects the egr
sensor With the short thick rubber hose to connect it. Well thanks guy again I hope I gave you
enough clues this time around. The only tube back there besides the exhaust pipe is that EGR
system feedback tube. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Engine Vacuum Leak
Content. Easy step by step guide on how to detect and fix an automotive engine vacuum leak,
this information pertains to most vehicles. There Are Occasional Pops Vacuum Leak Taurus
Sho, 3. My Uncle Says Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! So this problem seems to
plague a lot of - Vulcan engines. There are a lot of places where a vac leak can occur but this
one seems to stump people. My car was exhibiting the first two and was probably on its way to

the third. After spraying starter fluid and checking all vacuum hoses I couldn't find any leaks.
Then, while searching online, I found a topic on the other site that explained this problem and I
decided why not put up a howto here? Before starting it's always good to make sure you have
the correct engine only - engines have this part. Recommended tools: Socket extension s at
least 3" long. I will be using the former as it seems to be more descriptive of its function. To
start, first remove the top piece of engine cowling on the passenger side by removing the clips be careful! Use the screwdriver to help pry them off yellow arrows in pic above - 1 clip is out of
frame. Also be careful of the vacuum hose marked with the green arrow. Don't break it or the car
will have a fit I believe it controls the evaporative emissions system. Next you must remove the
three screws holding the lower cowling on see yellow arrows in pic below. This is where a
socket extension would come in handy as there is very little space between the cowl and the
metal under the windshield. Now that the cowl is removed you have access to the screws
holding the IMRC on, as well as the PCM and the cabin air filter under the windshield behind the
strut tower. Disconnect the wire harness to the IMRC. It has a small push clip on the firewall
side. Push it in and pull the harness off. You should be able to do this with your thumb and
index finger. The lower one might be a tad difficult to reach. Remove the screws and pull the
IMRC out. Mine fell out see pic with very little effort. Not good for a vacuum seal! Now, use the
screwdriver to carefully remove the old gasket. Once out of the groove it should slip right off.
Now you need to remove the gasket from the donor oil filter or if you have the OEM replacement
just grab that and skip to the part about installing the new gasket. The new gasket should be the
same size around as the old one. If it's thicker around like mine was you will need to cut it so
that you can get the IMRC back in the manifold. Next, slide the new gasket on the part and seat
it in the groove. If it doesn't sit flat it might need trimmed or you might need a slimmer gasket. It
might be a good idea to lube the new gasket before reinstalling the part with some sort of
grease or lubricant not wd40!! I used heavy weight gear lube as it was all that was available. It
might take some pressure not excessive! It means you have an air-tight seal. Now all you have
to do is reconnect the wire harness and reinstall the cowling. And that's it! The car might drive
funny the first time after this fix but that is because the fuel trims are now incorrect. The
computer will adjust them over the next few times you drive the car. You can also force it to
relearn the trims by resetting the computer. Simply disconnect the battery negative terminal for
a few minutes to clear the PCM memory. Note: This fix is only temporary and will most likely
wear out. The best thing to do would be to replace the bad gasket with another OEM one. But if
you are cheap like me and the Ford dealer is closed this will work fine. It wouldn't pull straight
out so I had to twist it a little to break the seal between the gasket and intake manifold. Almost 4
years and I still have an airtight seal! Not bad for a quick hack fix. I lubed the gasket with wheel
bearing grease before reinstalling. Here's hoping it makes it several more years! Some people
who have used the 'oil filter gasket' as a replacement, eventually had to go back and install the
correct OEM gasket. Something to keep in mind if the symptoms reoccur. Also, 'the device' is
called the IMRC intake manifold runner control. I remember looking for the name of it one day
for somebody on TCCA a year or two ago I never have seen it called the IMTV I wonder if the
literature got changed for the manual?? My parents have the car and book now So it goes by a
couple names eh? I'll just settle for IMRC and be done. It seems to be the most descriptive of
the function. I've changed the writeup to reflect this info as well as added a note at the bottom.
Symptoms get worse when it's cold outside. My car threw a P code, idled erratically and would
knock off when letting foot off the gas when coming to a stop. Had code for almost a year
before symptoms became apparent. This post led me directly to the problem -- many thanks,
Angrod. So reached around with the T30 bit and hand locked both screws down. Perfect idle
etc. Probably will still change the seal out when I get to it, may be dry rotting causing the cover
to loosen -- who knows? Oh yeah, after being directed to this area by this post, wife started car,
heard air sucking hiss from component and pushed in on the cover, knew this was the culprit
when engine perked up. Try spraying some starter fluid in the area with the engine running and
see if the idle changes. You could also try spraying fluid around the intake manifold gaskets
and around vacuum hoses, especially the pcv hose. Good write-up. I have to do this tomorrow
on my ' About a month ago this started happening and it has random codes. Sometimes it is
catalyst below efficency, today it's too lean on bank 1 nothing else. Also, as of 3 days ago, it's
bogging down and acts like overdrive is out. Very informative post Intake gaskets should not be
too likely to leak. Very different engine of course. I know next to nothing about cars, but I
actually sort of understood this which is amazing but my dad was wondering what you meant
about the adding oil around the gasket near the end of your explanation. Could you explain
exactly where, and how, to do that? Also, my dad told me that I need to find out how to remove
the intake manifold on my Taurus Vulcan engine because the book both Chilton and Haynes
don't show our engine. Do you have any suggestions on how to find that on the internet?

Because I've been searching for a week and still can't find anything that helps or at least
anything that has pictures. Thank you! There's this crazy guy who spends most of his time
whining about his car, but when he does something useful it tends to be good. The link TWF
posted above looks to be an excellent write-up for removal of the upper and lower manifolds. If
you are planning on removing the lower manifold make sure you relieve the fuel pressure before
starting any disassembly. Start the engine, then pop the inertia switch in the trunk. The engine
should die. You will spill some gas if the fuel rails come off the injectors but it's not much. I
would strongly suggest having a magnet handy to handle the removal of the pushrods remove
the ones on the front bank. It's easier that way, trust me. Removing the manifolds isn't really
that hard, just time consuming. It took me about 14 hours across two days to change my lower
gaskets, but then again I had never done anything like that before. Now I could do it in 8 hours
or less I'm rather slow and anal. And something else; have a box or container handy to hold all
the bolts! I grouped mine by the part they came from then taped and labelled them so I wouldn't
lose track. See following pic; box is on right. As for the oil on the IMRC gasket, it's basically the
same idea as putting oil on a new oil filter gasket. Once the new gasket is on the IMRC spread
some oil preferably grease as it will last longer around the gasket, then insert it into the
manifold. It will provide a better seal and help everything slide back in easier. You can post now
and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain
text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert
images from URL. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Prev 1 2 Next Page 1 of 2. Recommended
Posts. Angrod Posted April 25, Posted April 25, Link to post Share on other sites. Spridget
Posted April 25, Clever fix with the oil filter gasket. Nice job figuring out the fix, Angrod! Jeff K 1
Posted April 25, Glad you got it fixed! Great writeup! I am sure this will help others with that vac
leak. Posted December 11, Bull Geek Posted December 11, Spray around the upper and lower
intakes as well as around the PCV. Posted December 13, Posted December 29, Angrod Posted
December 29, Posted December 30, Posted February 12, Mel 0 Posted February 13,
02 ford focus owners manual
7 pin implement wiring diagram
1967 beetle wiring diagram
Posted February 13, I think this is the cause of the knocking noise and cold start up I have on
my car. Sent from my Galaxy Nexus using Tapatalk. Im getting tired of throwing money into this
car without knowing the issue. Posted February 23, Posted June 8, Great post! Thank you very
much. Posted January 13, I have been chasing this same problem for over a month. I'm getting
about codes. I'm going to replace the OEM gasket myself and see what happens. I've had to
drive in town only, the car runs but not very fast, sometimes it will get up to 50mph but mostly
its more like 40mph and the take off is very slow. GSD 0 Posted January 28, Posted January 28,
Posted January 28, edited. Rsalz 0 Posted December 13, The White Falcon Posted December 13,
Angrod Posted December 13, Rsalz 0 Posted December 15, Posted December 15, Thank you so
much!!! Join the conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert
image from URL. Followers 2. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up.

